We work with HR leaders to build the innovative rewards programs they need to compete for
game-changing talent. From benchmarking total rewards to building career frameworks to
managing rapid workforce growth, our team has your people and business needs covered.

Growth Strategies
Whether your company is launching a new product, entering new markets, or adding headcount at a furious
pace, our consultants have the experience to help you navigate change and plan for growth.

Total Rewards
Our experts know how to create rewards packages that align with your company’s goals and satify the
diverse needs of your employees.

Career Frameworks

Do your employees have a clear understanding of their career options within your company, and do they
know what it takes to get there? Managing their development is as critical as ever.

Job Architectures
Whether you’d like assistance with a full-scale job leveling audit or help organizing the vast web of jobs in
your organization, we’ll help you create job architectures that keep your entire business on an even keel.

Mergers & Acquisitions Integration
Every M&A deal creates a flurry of activity. Once the heavy lifting of integration begins, we’ll work with you
to ensure a successful transaction and positive people outcomes.

Education & Change Management
We want to help you build for the future. We have the communications expertise, industry data and
analytical tools to help you see where your organization is headed and to navigate change smoothly.

Refining Your Approach to Market Data
Knowing where to start and how to think about assessing global talent pools isn’t always easy. Our
consultants can assist you with data questions and guide you on how best to use market information.

Staff Augmentation
We know your to-do list is long, but important compensation projects shouldn’t get bumped to the back
burner for lack of time and staffing. If you need an extra boost, we’re here to help.

Contact our team today to
learn more about Radford’s
consulting capabilities.
Brooke Green
+1.415.486.6911
brooke.green@radford.com
Aria Glasgow
+1.781.906.2304
aria.glasgow@radford.com
Octavio Cardenas
+1.415.486.7253
ocardenas@radford.com
For more information, visit
radford.aon.com or write to
consulting@radford.com.

About Radford
Radford partners with technology and life sciences companies to reimagine their approach to rewards,
empowering them to achieve superior levels of people and business performance. Radford is part of Aon plc
(NYSE: AON). For more information, please visit radford.aon.com.
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